
E LEMENTS 2-4  ARE DRAW N FROM M EGARRY J  IN  C OCO.  
 
S TEP 2 :  P ROVE INFORMATION H AS A Q UALITY OF C ONFIDENCE  
 

• X must show that the information he/she is seeking to protect has a quality of 
confidence (QOC).  

• [X] can establish this by showing that the [name] information is suff ic iently secret 
and worth protecting.  

• X will argue that the information was sufficiently secret because… 
• And that the information is worth protecting as it is not trivial or banal because…(a) it 

is not public knowledge, or (b) it is novel or original information (Talbot, Franklin) 
 
Suff ic iently Secret 

• It is the result of the makers own endeavour: “the maker…has used his brain” – 
(Saltman per Lord Greene) 

• It is not common, public knowledge (Saltman per Lord Greene) 
• It is more than a mere idea (i.e: developed) (Talbot)  --- Question of degree: 

sufficiently developed? Or commercial twist? 
• It combines 2  (or more) pieces of generic information in a novel way (argument can 

go either way in this respect).  
• The results and huge market demand illustrate that nothing of its kind is available.  
• Even if it can be found elsewhere (phonebook, internet, etc.) this is the type of 

information is that valuable specif ical ly for a business or commercial 
enterprise.  

 
Worth Protecting 

• X must show the information has VALUE and is NOT BANAL (Douglas). 
o Commercial information (Talbot; Frankl in). 
o Personal, intimate information (Gil ler) – value is in human dignity and being 

able to control how the world encounters you. 
! Sex tapes – Gil ler 

o Improper or illegitimate procuring of trade secrets (Franklin). 
o Information about religious practices of a secret society (Foster) – inherent 

value in communal cultural practices. 
 
Public Knowledge? 
 
Unique Idea? 
 

• X will argue that the information is not public knowledge because: 
o Although there is some limited knowledge, this information will still retain the 

necessary QOC, i.e. (AFL v The Age) 
! Chat room forums – only speculative gossip, lacks authenticity – so 

not in the public sphere. 
! Caller to pay tv -  it was only a momentary, speculative phone call 

and heard by a limited audience so does not destroy quality of 
confidence. 

! Even though not a profound idea, this was not a trivial idea, but 
contained detailed and subtle questions/descriptions – i.e. specific 
questions, script, formatting. The way it is put together is unique 
(Talbot)  

! stealing the branches to encode the relevant information had 



biological consequences. A plant is self-replicating. Hence, the 
genetic information was a ‘trade secret’ and stealing it for commercial 
advantage amounted to a BoC (Frankl in v Giddins) 

! Information will still be considered secret if it has been distributed or 
published – consider ‘in groups’ and ‘out groups’ and whether 
circumstances indicate that the circle of secrecy has merely grown 
rather than secrecy disappearing (AFL; Jane Doe). 

! Distinction between knowledge and belief (AFL). 
• X will argue that the information is public knowledge because 

o Information was not confidential as it is generally accessible to auditors, 
abattoir staff and others. (ABC v Lenah Game Meats)  

 
Private Property argument? 
 

• X will argue that because it is on private property, the information retains a quality of 
confidence. 

o However, Mere fact that information is created on private property does not 
make the information private in any way. Argument lacks validity because 
anyone who wanted to know this information could have found it. ABC 
argued that Lenah wasn’t taking any steps to stop people from finding out 
what was happening in the factory – they didn’t have sign in/sign out books or 
non-disclosure/confidentiality agreements for workers. (Lenah) 

 
Information already been published argument? 
 

• X will argue that the information may still be considered secret even if it has been 
distributed or published as: 

o A limited number of people grow so much that the circle of secrecy has 
merely grown (AFL v The Age/Jane Doe) 

! Even though some people have true belief that [….], this is not the 
correct knowledge and they do not authoritatively know the truth 
(AFL v The Age) 

! Even though friends/family know, there is a reasonable expectation 
that they understood the nature of the information and that it was 
confidential; therefore, it does not constitute conduct inconsistent 
with the reasonable expectation of privacy. (Jane Doe) 

! Even though disclosures were made to authorities, or as a result of 
an investigation or a trial, this ignores the protection intended to be 
conferred on victims of sexual assault by s.4(1A), and would act as a 
powerful disincentive to reporting sexual offences. (Jane Doe) 

! Although information identifying a victim is referred to in open court, 
its publication is prohibited. (Jane Doe) 

 
Non-Commercial Information? 

• X will argue that the information has the necessary QOC because: 
o Religious Reasons: : They are secrets, important to the community and their 

publication will cause disruption/damage of a serious nature 
! Information is sufficiently secret because this was not an open, public 

religion (more like a secret society based on initiation). It was also 
worth protecting because humans have an interest in collective, 
cultural practices. (Foster v Mountford) 



! Personal embarrassment/shame reasons: These are secrets 
because there is value is in human dignity, personality and being 
able to control how the world encounters you (especially intimately). 
All causes of action have as their ambition to respond to, and protect, 
certain human interests (Gil ler) 

 
A mixture of commercial and non-commercial information? 
 

• X will argue that the information has the necessary QOC because: 
o Relevant law is Lord Walker (diss.) – wedding is banal event with no 

ingenuity, personal intimacy or cultural intimacy. Had doubts about secrecy 
for 500p wedding. There is celebrity value in this case but everyone gets 
married. 

 
S TEP 3 :  T HE C IRCUMSTANCES M UST I MPORT THE D UTY OF C ONFIDENCE   
 

• X will argue that the recipient of the information knew or ought to have known 
the restrictions placed on the information’s use, therefore, the info was imparted in 
circumstances importing an obligation of confidence. (Coco) 

o Would a reasonable person in the position of the defendant have realized, or 
ought to have realized that the information was confidential? (Coco v A N 
Clark (Engineers) per Megarry J)  

o OBJECTIVE test. 
! Consider whose idea it was in the first place/who contributed to the 

idea.  
• X will argue that he/she has given/imparted the information in confidence: As the 

[P] has imparted the information in confidence, it must have been espoused in a 
manner that invokes a duty on the recipient to keep it confidential (Coco). 

o Talbot: Had discussions with Channel 9 regarding his TV concept. 
o Foster: The tribe allowed F into their community to observe religious 

practices. 
o Jane Doe: Witness voluntarily gave evidence in open court.  
o Gil ler: P consented to some of the sexual videotapes being made 

! REMEMBER: Where information has commercial/industrial value and 
is imparted on a businesslike basis with a common object in mind, 
the recipient carries a heavy burden to disprove no obligation arose – 
Coco.  

• X will argue that Y has obtained the information improperly or surreptitiously, a 
duty automatically arises (Dunn J, Frankl in).  

o Lenah: Informant secretly installed cameras in Lenah’s factory and retrieved 
the footage. 

o Franklin: Competitor stole a branch of the nectarine tree. 
o Gil ler: Some of the videotapes were recorded secretly without the P’s 

knowledge. 
• Third part ies: Even though [T] is a third party, [he/she] may have a duty of 

confidence if the information is obviously confidential (Lord Goff, Spycatcher). 
o Includes where information is ‘wafted’ by electrical fan onto street or where 

obviously confidential document like diary is dropped in public place and then 
found by passerby.  

o Lenah: ABC knew that info was confidential due to nature of activites 
recorded, concern that they not been seen by the public and inference that 
trespassers, broadcasters or publishers knew of this concern.  



o Hello!:  Hello had duty because knew photos weren’t intended for them, 
knew of exclusive contract between Douglas and OK!, knew of elaborate 
security measures and the photos taken were grainy quality.  

! TRANSMISSION THROUGH PLAINTIFFS IS NOT ALLOWED. BoC 
is a personal action meaning a third party cannot sue on behalf of 
another (Walker J, Hello!) 

 
 
What i f  information has been blurted out? 

• Y will argue that the information has been blurted out/acquired the chance, and in line 
with Megarry J in Coco, the court should refuse to invoke equity to protect 
information that has been ‘blurted out’. Not being vigilant about confidential may 
result in a loss of protection.   

• X will argue that in line with Lord Goff in Spycatcher considered that there may be 
a duty imposed on a recipient where the information is acquired by chance. 

• In cases of accidental transmission, if it is so obvious to the recipient that the 
information is confidential, the duty to keep the information confidential is established.  

	  


